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AÇIKLAMALAR
KOD 222YDK037

ALAN Ayakkabı ve Saraciye Teknolojisi

DAL/MESLEK
Ayakkabı Üretimi
Ayakkabı Modelistliği

MODÜLÜN ADI Mesleki Yabancı Dil 1 (Ayakkabı-İngilizce)

MODÜL TANITIMI
Ayakkabı modelistliği; tasarım, ıstampa ve bilgisayarlı
ayakkabı modelleme ile ilgili konuların ingilizce olarak
anlatıldığı bir öğrenme materyalidir.

SÜRE 40/32

ÖN KOŞUL

YETERLİK
Ayakkabı Modelistliği ile ilgili Mesleki İngilizceyi
Kullanmak

MODÜLÜN AMACI

Genel Amaç
Gerekli ortam sağlandığında; ayakkabı modelistliği ile
ilgili mesleki ingilizceyi okuma anlama, yazma ve
konuşma düzeyinde öğrenebileceksiniz.
Amaçlar
1. Ayakkabı tasarımı(Shoemaking Design),
2. Ayakkabı ıstampası çıkarma(Shoemaking Pattern

Cutting),
3. Bilgisayarlı modelleme(Computer Patent System),

ile ilgili mesleki ingilizceyi okuma, anlama, yazma
ve konuşma düzeyinde öğrenebileceksiniz.

EĞİTİMÖĞRETİM
ORTAMLARI VE
DONANIMLARI

Uygun ortam ve koşullarda, tasarım odası, ıstampa
çıkarma sınıfı ve bilgisayar laboratuarı ortamında;
bilgisayar, tarayıcı, yazıcı, ayakkabı çizim programı, el
aletleri, vb.

ÖLÇME VE
DEĞERLENDİRME

Modülün içinde yer alan, her faaliyetten sonra verilen
ölçme araçları ile kazandığınız bilgileri ölçerek kendi
kendinizi değerlendireceksiniz.
Öğretmen, modülün sonunda, size ölçme aracı ( test,
çoktan seçmeli, doğru-yanlış, vb. ) kullanarak modül
uygulamaları ile kazandığınız bilgi ve becerileri ölçerek
değerlendirecektir.

AÇIKLAMALAR
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INTRODUCTION

Dear student;

Shoe is a very important product for needs and fashion. In our country, unfortunately
we can’t catch any standart about shoe design. In spite of this condition in İstanbul, Konya
and Gaziantep shoemaking industry catches high level. Thanks to you and this module the
standarts are be formed our country.

Safety and quality shoes producing is depended to right proccesses. In this module,
information of shoe design, pattern cutting and Computer patent systems is given. At the end
of this module, you will learn shoe designing, pattern cutting and Computer patent systems.

INTRODUCTION
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LEARNING ACTIVITY- 1

ARNING ACTIVITY–1

According to information in this module and in suitable conditions, you can make
shoe design.

 Research various English magazines, books, brochures and catalogs which
about shoe design, visit shoe factories. Learn shoe design and share these
information with your friends by discussing in classroom.

1. SHOEMAKING DESIGN

1.1. Main Definitions and Terms in Shoemaking Design

1.1.1.Design

Design is a manufacturing process which brings new fashion and style to appeal and
functionality of user’s requirements. The main target of design should be market and
designed pieces should be functional and unique.

Shoemaking design is a process which is aimed to fulfill requirements of society
regarding manufacturer’s price policy.

 Designer: The one who entitled as designer should be aware of users needs and
should have talent and experience of all related technologies, arts and scientific
abilities of design.

1.1.2.Shoemaking Fashion

Shoemaking design is not only depend on fashion tendencies but also users anatomical
situations. This process is shaped by information acquired from fashion experts who detects
fashion tendencies and objectives.

1.1.3.Main Points Of Design

The following steps need to be considered by designers during design process.

LEARNING ACTIVITY–1

AIM

SEARCH
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 Fashion
 Tendencies of the market
 Popular styles
 Using purpose
 Upper part pieces
 Base pieces
 Daily colors
 Functionality
 Easily manufacture
 Ergonomic
 Foot anatomy

 Market
 Fashion
 Gender
 Sex
 Climate
 Socio-Cultural Reasons
 Shoemaking Standards

 Requirement
 Purpose of Purchase
 Functionality
 Ergonomic
 Comfort
 Esthetic

 Foot Anatomy

A designer should not only consider esthetic goods but also tendencies in the market,
popular styles, fashion’s in and outs, frontal and base fabrics, accessories, and daily colors.

Besides, design should be functional and it has to fit the foot. Therefore a designer
should have adequate knowledge about different foot anatomies. Foot can be considered as
the sum of all of following parts:

 Bone structure
 Bone nodes
 Muscles
 Nerves
 Skin

1.1.4.Foot Bones

There are 206 bones inside the human body. 26x2 of them is in foots.

The skeleton weight of foot is 125 gr that consist of 26 bones. Foot bones can be
divided to three groups. These groups are phalanges, metatarsal and tarsal.(Picture 1.1-2)
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 Ankle Bones: It consists of 7 short bones. These are heel, talus, navicular,
cuboid ve cuneiform bones.

 Heel Bones: The one on the back and biggest of all. Bottom part of it is round
so it makes easier to stand on the ground.

 Talus Bones: It is in the inner side of foot and above of Heel bone. It binds foot
to leg.

 Navicular Bones: It takes form in front of talus bone and outer front of heel
bone.

 Cuboid Bones: They are three bones that start to take form in front of sandal
bone.

Picture 1.1: Foot bones

 Matatarsal Bones: They are 5 thin and long bones. Their function is to be a
bridge between ankle and finger bones.

 Toe Bones: There are 2 in big finger, 3 in the other 4 fingers and total 14.
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Picture 1.2: Foot Bones
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1.1.5. Lasts

A smooth representation of the foot, around which a shoe is made, with allowances for
fit and shaped to suit manufacturing processes, made of wood, plastic or metal.

They are foot like tools to keep form the shape of shoes. It is basic tool for
manufacture of shoemaking. The size of shoes and model depend on the last that has been
used for.

A last is a 3D model of foot. Without a last a shoe can not be produced. Last models
are round, oval, pointed, blunt and lump.(Picture1.3-4:)

Picture 1.3: Lady shoe last

Picture 1.4: Boot lasts

1.2. Classification of the Shoemaking Design

1.2.1. According to Fashion

Fashion is a temporary common sense of taste, life and feelings. Shoe types have
popularity in society only for short time. In the market design it is affected from fashion.
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1.2.2. According to Ages

The maturing of foot lasts at the age of 17 for male and 15 for female.

1.2.3. According to Sex

Kadın(Zenne) Ladies
Erkek(Merdane) Men
Genç Erkek(Garson) Young Boy
Genç Kız(Filet) Young Girl
Çocuk(Köten) Child
Bebek Ayakkabısı(Patik) Baby

1.2.4. According to Area

The geografic conditions determine the shape and other properties of wearing for ages.
A shoe is also a part of wearing which designed according to the terms of living
environment. It is categorized as summer, winter, sport, technical aid, working shoes and
orthopedic shoes.

Winter shoe fits to season’s conditions. Upper and bottom parts consist of hard and
thick materials

The ones with higher quarter called boot and the ones with higher legs called top boot.
Summer shoes are open, low-cut, babet, sandal and slipper models. The point is that they are
intend to not sweat feet and let it to have air.

1.3. Main Point Of The Design

1.3.1. Shoe Design

The covering and protecting part of wearing for feet, named as shoe. In the meantime
fashion takes place of comfort and care. Esthetic concern is the main reason of variation in
the models. Nowadays, the main concern in shoemaking design is not only functionality but
also fashionable, reformist and adaptability to new conditions.

1.3.2. Sole Design

A shoe can be considered in two parts as upper and down side. Upper part named as
vamp-shoe upper, and down side is sole. Sole is the touching ground part and consist of
outer sole, inner sole, middle sole, sole tailor and heel.

During a shoemaking design process is so important that sole and design completes
each other.
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1.3.3. Heel Design

Heel; It is the rising element which attached to sole of shoe. It is either pasted or
nailed to sole. Provides comfort during a walk.

The model of heel is very important because it completes the model. Some heel types
are high heel, low heel, filled heel, stiletto (pointed, long), blunt, egg like.
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APPLICATION ACTIVITY
 Use vocational english for shoemaking design

Steps of proccess Suggestions

 Make practice about shoe design.
 Visit national and international shoe

fashion fairs.
 Visit exibition about shoe design.

 Read various fashion magazine about
shoe design.

 Benefit from magazine which about
international shoe fashion.

 Read English fashion magazine.

 Make practice about main points of
design.

 Research shoe fashion magazine.
 Make market research about main points

of design affects.
 Determine how many bones are in a

foot and their functions.
 Check foot anatomy and learn foot bones

and their functional.

 Make practice about types of lasts.
 Research magazine about lasts and learn

lasts types.

APPLICATION ACTIVITY
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CHECKLIST

If you have behaviors listed below, evaluate yourself putting (X) in “Yes” box for
your earned skills within the scope of this activity otherwise put (X) in “No” box.

Evaluation Criteria Yes No

1. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the terms of shoe design?

2. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the terms of shoe fashion?

3. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the main point of design?

4. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the classification of the shoe design?

5. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the terms of lasts?

6. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the terms of foot bones?

7. Did you make research on the foot anatomy?

EVALUATION

Please review your"No" answers in the form at the end of the evaluation. If you do not
find yourself enough, repeat learning activity. If you give all your answers "Yes" to all
questions, pass to the "Measuring and Evaluation".
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MEASURING AND EVALUATION

Read the sentences and mark true (T) or false (F)

1. ( ) Tendencies of the market is the main point of the design.

2. ( ) Design is a manufacturing process which intends to bring new fashion and style to
appeal and functionality of user’s requirements.

3. ( ) Shoe, sole and heel design are not main points of design.

4. ( ) There are 26 bones on the foot.

5. ( ) There are 2 in big finger, 3 in the other 4 fingers and total 14.This bones group
name is ankle bones.

EVALUATION

Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, pass to the
next learning activity

MEASURING AND EVALUATION
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LEARNING ACTIVITY–2
LEARNING ACTIVITY- 2

According to information in this module and in suitable conditions, you can make
pattern cutting.

 Search various English magazines, books, brochures and catalogs about shoe

models and pattern cutting. Learn shoe models, pattern cutting, pattern parts and

share these information with your friends in classroom.

2. SHOEMAKING PATTERN CUTTING

Tools

Like most jobs, pattern cutting will be more successful if suitable tools, equipment and
materials are obtained before starting.

The following list will help you:

 Knives

There are various knives used by pattern cutters. The choice is largely a matter of
personal preference. Two of the more common choices are the clicking knife and scalpel,
both of which are illustrated here. However, some pattern cutters prefer a fixed blade knife
with a wooden handle, similar to those widely used by shoe repairers.

 Clicking Knife

Picture 2.1: Clicking Knife

By using different blendes, this can be used to cut both paper and materials (for
samples). These can often be bought from hardware shops or from trade suppliers of
equipment.(Picture 2.1:)

LEARNING ACTIVITY–2

AIM

SEARCH
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 Scalpel

These are available in a variety of sizes with a choice of disposable blades. The plastic
disposable type of scalpel should not be chosen as it breaks too easily.

Picture 2.2: Scalpel

There are several types of blade available. Most pattern cutters use a straight one (as
illustrated). A more curved type can be fîtted for occasions wlıen thicker materials have to be
cut. (Picture 2.2:)

 Dividers

These are used for adding parallel lines to patterns e.g. for allowances. They are also
essentional when creating designs using punching, to facilitate even spacing.

Dividers are made in a range of sizes. Those with four or five inch legs are probably
the best for pattern cutting. (Picture 2.3:)

Picture 2.3: Divider

 Awl(Pricker)

This is useful for copying round or marking Unrough patterns and of course for
making prick marks.
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Dividers and prickers may be bought from tool shops or engineering suppliers.
(Picture 2.4:)

Picture 2.4: Pricker

 Rules

A precision steel ruler with both English and metric measurements is essential. The
most common type is 12" long, as shown. Many pattern cutters also make use of a narrow
tape measure when checking lengths on a curved surface. (Picture 2.5:)

Picture 2.5: Rule

 Cutting Board

A good wooden block perfoms well. Apart from the ability to accept the cutting
pressure, patterns do not slip so easily as on some other surfaces.

Cutting mats are becoming popular and can be bought from art equipment suppliers.
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Picture 2.6: Cutting board

Plastic boards can be satisfactory providing the plastic is not too HARD, but they need
planning or replacing regularly. (Picture 2.6:)

 Rap Stick

If a clicking knife is used, a rap stick with rough and smooth emery paper and a side
with leather will be necessary to keep a sharp blade. (Picture 2.7:)

Picture 2.7: Rap stick

 French Curve

Some fınd these helpful when drawing curves during standard constraction. Large
stationers often sell these as well as art supplies shops. (Picture 2.8:)

Picture 2.8:French curve

 Paper

White cartridge paper is popular but coloured paper is also used. Some use a different
colour for lining patterns so that they can be easily identified. (Picture 2.9:)
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Picture 2.9: Paper

 Masking Tape(Paper)

A popular width is 5/8" (15mm) but 1/2 ," (12mm) 3/4, (18mm), and 1" (25mm) are also
used. Some use two widths, a wide tape for flatter areas of the last and a narrower one for the
more curved areas. (Picture 2.10:)

Picture 2.10: Masking tape

This list of tools and materials gives an indication of the items regularly used. As you
would expect, variations will occur between individual pattern cutters.

2.1. Form Cutting

2.1.1. Lasting Tape

Producing A Taped Forme

Having selected the appropriate last, you will need a roll of masking tape. Various
widths of tape are in use, but one of the most popular is 5/8" (15mm).

There are many systems of taping the last. This is a simple, typical method which
works satisfactorily.

 Apply a strip of tape down the centre of the front, and down the back of the last.
Do not bother to trim the ends of any strips at the feather edge; just tear the
strips as they cross the feather edge. They will be trimmed up neatly later.
(Picture 2.11:)
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Picture 2.11:Taped Center Lines

 Apply lengthways strips to cover one side of the last completely. The
 Strips should be torn off as they reach the front and back centre tapes. Each strip

should overlap the other by about V/ (3mm).

Start at the top and work downwards. Due to the curvature of the last, it will be
impossible to keep the tape strips always overlapping evenly, without excessive creases and
wrinkling. Therefore, as you work down the last, allow the strips to open up if necessary, in
the joint area. The small gaps will not be detrimental as they will be covered later and are
more acceptable than excessive pleats and wrinkles.

 When one side is completed, the procedure should be repeated for the other
side. Beware of stretching the tape too tightly across the inside waist (making it
bridge the last).

 When all the length strips have been applied, begin the downward ones. Start at
the top of the cone (about half way along the last), and work your way around
the back of the last until you come to the same point on the other side. These
strips should also be overlapped.

After this, strips can be placed across the front of the last in one piece, starting at the
top of the cone and working forwards (overlapping), until you reach the toe. At the
beginning you will have to let them cross over onto the vertical side pieces, to avoid pleats in
the centre. (Picture 2.12:)

Picture 2.12:Taped back of the last

 The next step is to trim the waste tape from the bottom of the last, right up to
die feather edge.
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 Now centre lines can be applied. The simplest way is to stretch a length of
masking tape out on your cutting board about (the same length as the last), and
draw a straight line down the middle.

 This can then be applied down the centre of the forepart, in a straight line from
die centre of the top of the cone, to the toe. (Picture 2.13:)

Picture 2.13:Taped last

The spare tape can be torn off and positioned down the back centre.

Some pattern cutlers find it useful to place front and back location marks, to help in
constructing the mean forme. (Picture 2.14:)

Picture 2.14:Back of the last

Picture 2.15:Marking vamp point and counter point
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These can be placed across the centre line at the joint in the forepart and at the counter
point. (1/5 of the Standard Last Length measured up the back curve from the seat) or the
hack height position on the hack centre line. (Picture 2.15:)

Note - one way of finding the vamp point is to measure 3/4 of the standard last length,
forwards from the Counter Point around the outside of (he last to the front centre line using a
tape measure.

 Unless a design is to be sketched on, the tape can now be removed. First cut
down and completely through the centre lines. This should be done with great
care as accidents are quite common during this operation. Make sure you cut in
the direction away from your hand or wrist. Now mark each half of the forme
‘inside’ (or outside) and carefully peel each side off.

 Before flattening onto your cutting board, draw top and bottom draft lines onto
the tape, then make small cuts around the bottom of the toe.

In most cases, it will help flattening the form if you also make three smalls slits along
the bottom edge in the joint area.

Picture 2.16:Drawing top and bottom draft lines

 Flatten onto your cutting board. First flatten the draft lines and the area with in
them, being careful not to twist the shape. Then smooth out the rest of the tape
so that it lies flat against the board.

 When satisfied with the flattening, the formes should be stuck to pattern paper
and carefully cut round. (Picture 2.16:)
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Picture 2.17:Finishing outside form

 Finaly, the draft line measures should be checked against the last and any
discrepancies noted.

Full details should be marked on the forme as follows:
 Description
 Size
 Last No
 Date

This completes the production of the taped forme. (Picture 2.17:)

2.1.2. Copy Tape to Pastboard

Producing A Slotted Paper Forme

The popularity of this method of forme taking has declined in recent years, as newer
methods of vacuum shell, and in particular masking tape, have tended to take over. It
requires much more skill to achieve a good result, but is still favoured by some pattern
cutters, particularly those in the bespoke trade who want a quick result.

These are the basic steps for producing a slotted forme:

 Mark up the last

The first step is to mark the centre of the last. Draw centre lines down the front and
back of the last. If you find this difficult, try putting a narrow strip of masking tape with a
line on, down the centre. (Picture 2.18:)
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Picture 2.18:Marking up the last

 Cut rough paper shape

Lay the last on its side and draw round, keeping the pencil vertical, leaving about one
inch (25mm) spare around the front, bottom and back curve. Cut the shape out.

 Slit the Paper Shape

Place several slits down the front, three in the back and three in the waist. The slits
need to be made just long enough to allow the paper to smoothly follow the contours of the
last. You will have to lay the paper against the side of the last to check this, before going
further. (Picture 2.19:)

Picture 2.19:Sliting the paper shape

 Fasten the Paper Shape to the Last

The shape is usually fastened on using tacks, passing through paper washers (small
folded over pieces of paper). Three or four lacks are normally sufficient to hold the paper
steady. Place one in the centre first, then one at the back and then one or two in the forepart.
(Picture 2.20:)
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Picture 2.20:Fastening the paper shape to the last

 Take Impression from the Last

The paper is folded back down the front, so that it meets the centre line. The back
curve is done in the same way. Along the bottom of the last, the paper can be pressed against
the feather edge to take the impression. Before removing from the last, mark on whether it is
the inside or outside forme. (Picture 2.21:)

Picture 2.21:Taking impression from the last
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 Remove from Last and Cut Out

Remove from the last and carefully cut through the impression line, giving the last
shape. If it helps, go over the impression with a pencil before culling round. (Picture 2.22:)

Picture 2.22.Removing outside form from last

 Check and Mark on Details

Lay the forme against the side of the last and check for fit. Then mark on full details
of inside (or outside) forme, size, last number and date. The procedure can now be repeated
for the other side of the last. (Picture 2.23:)

Picture 2.23: Marking on details on outside form

Common Faults with slitted Formes:

Picture 2.24:Curved Down Seat, Elongated Toe and Steep Angled Back Curve
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These are all caused by the way the paper is pressed against the last when the
impression is being taken. They can all be overcome by care, thought and experience.

Although the approach described here tends to produce a sprung forme, (i.e. with the
toe raised) it is a reliable and consistent method, when carried out with skill. One advantage
of a sprung forme is that it makes it easier to achieve a tight topline in lasting. If spring is
excessive it can create lasting problems because of the surplus material which has to be
pleated away. (Picture 2.24:)

2.1.3. Mean Form

Producing a Mean Forme

A mean forme is basically the average of inside and outside formes. However, it is not
always a complete average. In many cases, part of the bottom edge is kept intact, i.e. not
averaged, keeping both lines. This is so that a lefts and rights pattern can be produced later.
Occasionally, the back curves are also kept without averaging where there is a significant
difference between them. The reason for producing a mean forme is dial it is needed for the
next stage in pattern cutting - standard construction.

Note:- This is one way of producing a mean forme. There are other methods. First
read through the next seven steps before beginning, as it can seem complicated when written
down.

 Draw round your OUTSIDE forme on a suitably sized, single piece of pattern
paper.

 Position the inside forme over where you have drawn round the outside forme.
Try as far as possible to lay together the lines between point V and the toe, so
that the true difference between inside and outside formes in the forepart is
shown on the bottom edge.

Picture 2.25:Putting inside form over outside form
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You are likely to find now that the inside forme has fallen below the outside forme at
the seat. If that is the case, DRAW round the FRONT section only of the inside forme whilst
it is in this position i.e. from V round the toe and along the bottom edge to a position
approximately in line with V. Afterwards, keep holding the inside forme in that position
(don't move it), and move on to 3 below. (Picture 2.25:)

 Using a pricker, the inside forme must now be PIVOTED so that its seat lines
up with that of the outside forme, and the rest of it drawn round i.e. that area of
the forme which was not drawn round when it was in its first position.

Picture 2.26:Founding pivot point

A suitable pivot point is usually around the point V on the forme edge, although
occasionally you may feel it will give a hotter result if you lower the point inside the lines a
little. (Picture 2.26:)

 The averaging between the lines can now be done, as shown in the diagrams.

Picture 2.27: Showing average between the lines

Do not average the bottom lines (where shown) if there is a significant difference.
Your judgement on this will depend on the materials, type, and quality of footwear being
produced, for example, ladies fashion shoes almost always have lefts and rights, whereas
many slipper manufacturers are reluctant to consider this extra production expense. (Picture
2.27:)
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Picture 2.28: Showing average between inside form and outside form

 Before cutting out the final shape, the top and bottom draft lines can be checked
with the corresponding last measurements and any necessary amendments made
to the back curve. A small variation in measurement is often acceptable, e.g. if
the mean forme is 2 mm smaller, the difference can be ignored. This will be
recovered by the upper material in lasting as it stretches around the curves of the
last. (Picture 2.28:)

Picture 2.29:Before cutting out the final shape

 Cut the mean forme shape out, remember to cut on die dotted line. Where the
two lines are being kept, i.e. not averaged, cut always to the bottom line, the
other line can then be slotted ready formarking through later. (Picture 2.29:)
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Picture 2.30:Mean forme

 Finally, mark on details:

Mean forme
Size
Last No.
Date
Your Name

This completes the production of the mean forme. (Picture 2.30:)

2.1.4. Standart Construction

Producing A Men's Oxford Standard

 Draw round your mean forme
 Mark S at the seat position
 Mark T at the toe position(Picture 2.31)

Picture 2.31: Marking “S” and “T” Position
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In this exercise a size 8 is assumed

 Mark the counter point CP

On a size 8 this is 2 l/5 " (55mm) measured upwards from the comer of the seat S (l/5
of Standard Last Length). The increase between sizes is l/16 " (1.5mm)

Then mark the back height B which is 3/8 " (10mm) above CP (Picture 2.32:)

Traditionally the back height is calculated by taking '/5, of the Standard Last Length,
plus '/2"(12mm)

Many shoe designers find this produces a back height which is too high

Picture 2.32: Marking the counter point

The approach given above normally produces an acceptable back height

 To find the side height (under ankle point):

Measure 23/4" (70mm) from S along the bottom and mark point U (1/4 of Standard Last
Length)

Measure 2 1/5" (55mm) upwards from U at 90° to the bottom edge and mark point A
(1/5 of Standard Last Length)

This measurement ensures the quarter in the finished shoe passes comfortably
underneath the ankle bone

In some quality footwear the inside quarter is cut higher than the outside (Picture
2.33:)
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Picture 2.33:Finding the side height (Under ankle point)

 Mark the vamp point V, this is 7"/l6" (195mm) measured forward from CP to a
point on the top edge of the forepart (7/l0 of the Standard Last Length) (Picture
2.34 :)

Another way to determine the vamp point is to measure up the front from T 4'/4"
(108mm). This is an appropriate measure for a size 8 last with an average round toe - 1/8"
(3mm) between sizes.

Picture 2.34:Marking the vamp point(V)
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 Find point I by measuring 3" (75mm) up the cone from V, 1/16" (1.5nim)
between sizes(Picture 2.35:).

Picture 2.35:Finding Point “I”

 Draw in the crease line from V through the top of the toe.

This is of course necessary so that a full vamp can later be created without the need
for a seam down the front. (Picture 2.36:)

Picture 2.36:Drawing In The Crease Line From “V” Through The Top Of The Toe

 Draw in line V to X which is 90" to the crease line(Picture 2.37:)

Picture 2.37:Drawing In Line “V” To “X” Which Is 90º To The Crease Line

 Mark point F 1/8" (3mm) inward from I and draw a line from this to V
This is to make a space between the facings and to allow for adjustment in lacing.

(Picture 2.37:)
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 Draw the line F to P which is parallel to V to X
 Join point F to U
 Mark point Y. This is 1/3 of the distance from V to X, plus 3/16" (5mm). Also

mark point C which is 1/3 of the distance from P to F
 Draw in a line from B through point A, do not go beyond line F to U(Picture

2.38:)

Picture 2.38:Drawing The Line “F” To “P” Which Is Parallel To “V” To “X” and Join Point
“F” To “U”

 Place a ruler on the standard, lining up Y with CP and draw a feint line between
the parallel lines as shown, i.e. between V to X and line F to P (Picture 2.39:)

Picture 2.39:Drawing In A Line From “B” Through Point “A”

 Add 5/8" (15 mm) lasting allowance to the bottom edge of the mean forme using
a pair of dividers.

 Sketch in the topline curve from B through A rounding off the corner at point
F. Make the topline curve pass just inside the line F – U as the corner is rounded
off to achieve a more pleasing line.
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Picture 2.40:Showing Lasting Allowance

 Sketch in the vamp curve from V with a radius at Y, passing through C to a
point approximately 1/1" (6 mm) behind P.

 Draw a new back curve line to allow space for a stiffner 1/8" (3 mm) away from
S.

Use the back curve of the mean forme to draw this shape. (Picture 2.40:)

 You can now erase the construction lines and mark in the eyelet positions 3/8"
(10mm) from the edge.You may also sketch in the tongue shape which begins
5/16" (8mm) up the cone from I. (Picture 2.41:)

Picture 2.41:Oxford Standart Forme

If a toecap is required this should be positioned 1/3" of the distance from V to T
measuring from V and drawn with a 10" or 12" (250mm or 300mm) radius, depending upon
personal preference and on results after lasting.

Note: Vie centre point for the radius must be on an extension of the crease line. This
ensures the cap line meets the crease line at right angles, so avoiding a bump when the we
cap pattern is unfolded. The radius suggested provides an acceptable curve to the toe cap at
the same time as avoiding the appearance of the toe cap having a dip in the middle, through
being made too straight.
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 Write the following details on your standard ;
 Description
 Size Pattern/Last No.
 Today's Date
 Your Name (Picture 2.42:)

Picture 2.42:Marking On Details On Standart Forme

 Remember to trim away the surplus from above the topline as you cut out the
completed standard.

You will also find it helpful with producing, the sectional patterns if you cut slits in
the design lines of the standard, i.e. the vamp and toe cap lines This completes the standard,
you are now ready to move on to producing sectional patterns.
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2.2. Pattern Parts

2.2.1. Vamp Pattern

Picture 2.43:Vamp

The component of an upper that covers the front half of the foot. If a shoe has a toe-
cap, then the word vamp may refer to the component behind the toe-cap, or to this
component and the toe-cap together. (Picture 2.43:)

2.2.2. Toe Pattern

The component of a shoe upper that covers just the toe area of the foot. (Picture 2.44:)

Picture2.44:Toe Cap
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2.2.3. Quarter Pattern

The two components at the back of an upper/shoe on each side. The front of the
quarters usually join the vamp, and the back of the quarters usually meet at the back-seam,
unless there is a counter. Note, there are 4 quarters in a pair of uppers. (But see also dotted
outline under 3/4 -cut illustration). (Picture 2.45:)

Picture 2.45:Quarter

2.2.4. Vamp Lining Pattern

A piece of material that lays under the vamp. (Picture 2.46:)

Picture 2.46:Vamp Linin2.5. Tongue Pattern
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2.2.5. Tongue Pattern

A piece of material that lays under the facings of a lace-up shoe to distribute the
pressure of the lacing against the instep of the foot. It is often an extension of the vamp. See
bellows tongue and vamp, whole-cut. (Picture 2.47)

Picture 2.47:Tongue

2.2.6. Backstrap Pattern

Picture 2.48:Back Strap

A strip of upper material, that covers a zig-zag seam at the back-seam. It may be
parallel sided, or shaped. (Picture 2.48:)
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2.2.7. Quarter Lining Pattern

Standard form is placed on a single layer carton.Vamp lining pattern shape is drawn.
(Picture 2.49)

Picture 2.49 Transferring the Vamp lining pattern on the carton

Standard form is taken. As it is made in the vamp lining pattern, it must be shortened
from the bottom line. A 6 mm share is added to the line to be trimmed that faces the top line.
As it is seen in the picture 2.49 a 1.5 mm smoothing must be done at the intersection of the
two quarters. From these lines the pattern is cut and taken.

Picture 2.50 Quarter Pattern

2.3. Shoe Models

2.3.1. Court Shoe

A woman's shoe, essentially with no fastening, often having a plain top-line. The shoe
holds onto the foot by the 'clip' of the top-line and the stiffener around the heel. The name
derives from a style of shoe once worn "at court".(Picture 2.51:)

Picture 2.51:Court Shoe
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 Court shoe’s patterns

Picture 2.52:Vamp

Picture 2.53:Quarter

Picture 2.54:Counter Lining
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Picture 2.55:Stiffner

Picture 2.56:Vamp Lining
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Picture 2.57:Upper

2.3.2. Gibson Shoe

A lace-up style of boot or shoe with facings that do not touch at the front edge (nearest
the toe). They usually overlay the vamp. This style is also called a derby: a Lome shoe is an
old expression applied to a woman's shoe of the same style. See open-tab. (Picture 2.58:)

Picture 2.58:Gibson Shoe
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 Gibson Shoe’s Patterns

Picture 2.59:Vamp Picture 2.60:Tongue

Picture 2.61:Quarter Picture 2.62:Vamp Lining
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Picture 2.63:Quarter Lining Picture 2.64:Back Strap

2.3.3. Oxford Shoe

A lace-up style of boot or shoe in which the vamp overlays the closed tab quarters. A
brogue shoe and a baltnora! boot are variations of the basic Oxford style. (Picture 2.63:)

Picture 2.65.Oxford Shoe
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 Oxford Shoe’s Patterns

Picture 2.66:VampPicture 2.67:Toe Cap

Picture 2.68:Quarter Lining Picture 2.69:Tongue

Picture 2.70:Vamp Lining
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2.3.4. Moccasin Shoe

Picture 2.71.Moccasin Shoe

A shoe construction: the upper material under the last bottom is drawn up the sides of
the last: at the front an 'apron' or 'plug' is stitched to the sides of the shoe upper: at the back
the upper is seamed and a collar added. Originated by the 'native americans' of North
America. There are many variations of this construction. (Picture 69:)

 Moccasin Shoe’s Patterns

Picture 2.72:The Body Picture 2.73:Outside Counter
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Picture 2.74:Saddle Picture 2.75:Saddle

2.3.5. Boot Shoe

An article of footwear intended for outdoor use which covers the foot and extends
over the ankle bones. The word is often qualified, regarding the height of the leg, e.g. 'ankle
boot', 'mid-caff boot', 'high-leg boot' or '16 inch leg boot'. (Picture 2.74:)

Picture 2.76:Boot Shoe

 Boot Shoe’s Patterns

Picture 2.77:Quarter Picture 2.78:Leg
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Picture 2.79:Vamp

Picture 2.80:Collar

Picture 2.81: Quarter Lining

2.3.6. Sport (Training) Shoe

A style of shoe originally developed for sports training and sports activities, but now
very commonly worn for all leisure activities and in the workplace too- Typical features are:
a fabric upper with overlaid components of leather or synthetic material: a flexible and
lightweight sole: mainly cemented or direct injection moulded construction: the
manufacturer's logo and/or brand-name as part of the upper design. Today, specialised
'trainers' are available for every sport. (Picture 2.80:)
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Picture 2.82:Sport Shoe

 Sport Shoe’s Patterns

Picture 2.83:Body Picture 2.84:Mudguard

Picture 2.85:Flash Picture 2.86:Facing
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Picture 2.87:Tongue Picture 2.88:Outside Counter

Picture 2.89:Back Facing Picture 2.90:Collar-Quarter Lining
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APPLICATION ACTIVITY
 P Use vocational english for shoemaking pattern cutting.

Steps of proccess Suggestions
 Make application of

taped lasts.
 Tape last and learn proccesses name which you made.

 Produce standard
forme.

 Learn producing standard forme proccesses from pattern
cutting books.

 Produce Standard forme and learn proccesses about
Standard forme.

 Making vamp
pattern.

 Research pattern cutting resources, make vamp pattern and
learn making vamp pattern proccesses.

 Making lining
patterns.

 Research pattern cutting resources, make lining patterns and
learn proccesses about this work.

 Making quarter
pattern.

 Research pattern cutting resources, make quarter pattern
and learn proccesses about this.

 Making back strap
pattern.

 Research pattern cutting resources, make back strap pattern
and learn proccesses about this work.

 Making tongue
pattern.

 Research pattern cutting resources, make tongue and learn
proccesses about making sock pattern.

APPLICATION ACTIVITY
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CHECKLIST

If you have behaviors listed below, evaluate yourself putting (X) in “Yes” box for
your earned skills within the scope of this activity otherwise put (X) in “No” box.

Evaluation Criteria Yes No

1. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the terms of pattern cutting?

2. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the terms of tools of shoe modelist?

3. Have you ever had knowledge and apply of technical
English about mean form?

4. Have you ever had knowledge and write of technical
English about the mark on details pattern finally?

5. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the pattern parts?

6. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the shoe models?

7. Did you make research on the pattern cutting?

EVALUATION

Please review your"No" answers in the form at the end of the evaluation. If you do not
find yourself enough, repeat learning activity. If you give all your answers "Yes" to all
questions, pass to the "Measuring and Evaluation".
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MEASURING AND EVALUATION

Read the sentences and mark true (T) or false (F)

1. ( ) A pattern cutter needs some tools before pattern cutting proccess.

2. ( ) Comfort shoes upper for example sport shoe’s upper generally is made from
synthetic material.

3. ( ) Preparing patterns of the parts of the shoe construction is called pattern cutting.

4. ( ) On the Oxford construction, quarter part over the vamp part.

5. ( ) Mocassin construction include full sock.

EVALUATION

Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, pass to the
next learning activity

MEASURING AND EVALUATION
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LEARNING ACTIVITY-3

According to information in this module and in suitable conditions, you can use
computer pattent system.

 For computer pattent system, research various computer programe. Learn how

these programs are used and discuss these information with your friends in

Computer laboratuary.

3. COMPUTER PATTENT SYSTEM

3.1. Using Drawing Command

Picture 3.1: Drawing Commands

LEARNING ACTIVITY–3

AIM

SEARCH
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 New Curve Line: Creates a line using curve points.

 New Corner Line: Creates a line using corner points

 Offset: Creates a line using corner points. (Picture 3.1:)

3.2. Using Setting Command

Picture 3.2: Setting Commands

 Join: Joins multiple lines to make a single line.
 Chamfer: Places a chamfer at an intersection of two lines.
 Springing: Create a line (or lines)s from an existing line (or lines), that will

enable a part with a straight centre-line to be defined, when the centre-line on
the original design-standard (shell) is curved. The process requires selected
lines that define the boundary line of the part to be shaped differently, – with
respect to the difference between the original curved centre-line and the new
straight centre-line (the new ‘fold-line’). Changing the shape of a line in this
way, for this purpose, is called ‘springing’.

 Trim: Trims a selection of a line between intersections or ends of a line.
 Split: Splits a line into several smaller lines.
 Extend: Extends the end of a selected line. (Picture 3.2:)
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3.3. Making Pattern

Picture 3.3:Making Pattern Commands

 New Part: Create a part from existing lines on screen. It is also possible to

create a part using temporary mirror lines. (Picture 3.3:)

3.4. Grading

Picture 3.4:Grading Commands

 Measure Style: Measure's the length and width of model style.
 Grading Wizard: Allows you to easily create a set of grading increments step

by step.
 Grade Style: Grade style with currently loaded grade increments.
 Add Grade Centre: Adds a new grade centre. (Picture 3.4:)
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APPLICATION ACTIVITY

 Use vocational english for computer pattent system

Steps of proccess Suggestions
 Use command system for

drawing activity with computer.
 Search drawing programs and make practice on

computer.
 Use changing command on shoe

which is drawn for making
change.

 Search information about setting command and
use them for changing.

 Transfer design which is drawn
to printer.

 Search sources about transfer command and
make paractice with these commands by
computer and printer.

 Make evaluation.  Check your finished shoe with eyes.

APPLICATION ACTIVITY
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CHECKLIST

If you have behaviors listed below, evaluate yourself putting (X) in “Yes” box for
your earned skills within the scope of this activity otherwise put (X) in “No” box.

Evaluation Criteria Yes No

1. Have you ever had knowledge of technical English
about the terms of computer pattern cutting system?

2. Have you ever had knowledge and use of technical
English about the terms of using drawing
command?

3. Have you ever had knowledge and use of technical
English about the terms of using setting command?

4. Have you ever had knowledge and use of technical
English about the of making pattern?

5. Have you ever had knowledge and use of technical
English about the of grading?

6. Did you make research on the computer pattern
cutting system?

EVALUATION

Ple Please review your"No" answers in the form at the end of the evaluation. If you do
not find yourself enough, repeat learning activity. If you give all your answers "Yes" to all
questions, pass to the "Measuring and Evaluation".
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MEASURING AND EVALUATION

Read the sentences and mark true (T) or false (F

1. ( ) Two lines joint with “extent command”.

2. ( ) This command is used for mirror proccess.

3. ( ) For create a line, “new curve line command” is used.

4. ( ) For making a new part, this command is used.

5. ( ) For create a set of grading increments step by step, “grading wizard command” is
used.

EVALUATION

Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, pass to the
module evaluation.

MEASURING AND EVALUATION
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EVALUATION OF THE MODULE

At the end of this module evalute your knowledge and ability with these questions.
According to result of this evaluation you can pass the next module.

Read the sentences and mark true (T) or false (F).

1. ( ) Design is a manufacturing process which intends to bring new fashion and style to
appeal and functionality of user’s requirements.

2. ( ) There are 26 bones on the foot.
3. ( ) Tendencies of the market is a main point of the design.
4. ( ) A pattern cutter needs some tools before pattern cutting proccess.
5. ( ) Comfort shoes’ upper for example sport shoe’s upper generally is made from

synthetic material.
6. ( ) Preparing patterns of the parts of the shoe construction is called pattern cutting.
7. ( ) On the Oxford construction, quarter part over the vamp part.
8. ( ) Mocassin construction include full insole.
9. ( ) Two lines joint with “extent command”.

10. ( ) This command is used for mirror proccess.
11. ( ) For create a line, “new curve line command” is used.

12. ( ) For making a new part, this command is used.
13. ( ) For create a set of grading increments step by step, “grading wizard command” is

used.
14. ( ) “Add grade center command” is used for measuring part.
15. ( ) Shoe, sole and heel design are main points of the design.
16. ( ) A good design depend to fashion, market stuation, requirement and foot anatomy.

EVALUATION

Please compare the answers with the answer key. If you have wrong answers, you
need to review the Learning Activity. If you give right answers to all questions, please
contact your teacher and pass to the next module.

MODULE EVALUATION
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ANSWER KEYS

LEARNING ACTIVITY 1 ANSWER KEY

1 True

2 True
3 False
4 True
5 False

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2 ANSWER KEY

1 True

2 True
3 True
4 False
5 False

LEARNING ACTIVITY 3 ANSWER KEY

1 False

2 False
3 True
4 True
5 True

ANSWER KEYS
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MODULE EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

1 True

2 True
3 True
4 True
5 True
6 True
7 False
8 False
9 False

10 False
11 True
12 True
13 True
14 False
15 True
16 True
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